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•

In issue 6 of Grande Gold I referred
to my layout as being of a convertible design. Well the rebuilding has
reached the stage that all the track
has been laid and tested, rough as it
is. For the present I have decided
that I will not build the second stage
of the conversion. This would have
required most of the original layout
to be demolished or highly modified.

installed on the layout to keep two or
three operators busy. To add the proposed model of the San Luis Central
Railroad, would overload capacity of
the current Alamosa yard and create a
Union Pacific style operational melt
down. With that in mind I will conclude
this series with a little bit of what might
have been had my model of the SLCRR
been built.

As a result of operating the top deck
Rio Grande Gold
in its present form, it was found that Below; Helper Utah. It just does not get any
there was more than enough traffic better than this. There were in fact seven tunnel motors in this line up.
generated by the industries already
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To Monte Vista

To Hanna

Sugar
Junction

Center

been used to calculate the space required for
each of the yard or industrial tracks.

The track layout follows fairly closely to the original at Sugar Junction and at Center. The sidings at
the end of the peninsular are not based on the prototype nor is the loco servicing facility. The building
outlines shown are indicators only as the type of
structure that could be modeled. Any final models
of the line side industries would be based on those
recorded in my own collection of slides and photos
and videos of this little line together with some
views recorded by Roland Levin of Sweden.
It was proposed that the San Luis Central would be
wired as a separate section with its dedicated controllers. The Y and part of the yard at Sugar Junction would be wired so as to be controlled from
either a DRGW throttle or a San Luis Central
throttle for the purposes of interchanging freight
cars.
It was never intended to model any rolling stock or
locomotives lettered for this short line but instead
use a range of locomotives already lettered for my
Rimrock County Railroad.
That about sums up my venture into modifying a
reasonably successful layout. Construction of the
original layout on the lower level commenced about
June 1986 and it to is likely to see some modifications sometime in the future.

SAN LUIS CENTRAL RAILROAD
THE PROPOSED MODEL
The plan shown above has been reduced from a
scale drawing. The peninsular is just over 14 feet
long and nearly 5 feet wide at the widest point.
The radius of the outer track is 26 inches.
The dimensions of Peco number 4 switches have

Above; The helix allows trains to run between both levels
of the layout. It is located in the garage above the bonnet
of a car and penetrates the train room wall on two levels at
the right rear of the picture. The helix is in the form of an
oval with 24” curves laid on a gradient of 3%. My supply of
dried natural tree forms are stored on the rear wall.
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THE SAN LUIS CENTRAL RAILROAD
Here is a selection of scenes of this little railroad
which I would have used to create the short line in
model form as shown in the plan on page 2.

Above; A DRGW GP40 reverses across Hy 160 at Sugar Junction.

Above; The S.L.C.R.R. yards, the interchange point with the DRGW.

Above; SLC No 70 leads a freight past the workshops in 1995.

Above; Reefers awaiting repairs at the S.L.C. R. R‘s. workshop.

Above; No 70 bound for Center ahead of a thunder storm.

Above; No 70 further along the line towards Center in 1995.
Below; One of the Staley industries served by the S.L.C.R.R.
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THE SAN LUIS CENTRAL RAILROAD

On pages 3 and 4 I have attempted to show some of
the main characteristics of this 12 mile railroad. The
track plans for this little line appeared in issue 3 of
Grande Gold so they have not been repeated in this
issue. Our first encounter with this line was in 1985 .
In 1988 under the threatening skies of a summer
thunder storm we saw DRGW GP 40-2 3119 working the interchange at Sugar Junction.
Later in 1995 S.P. GP40 7966 was recorded at Sugar
Junction and for part of the journey back to
Alamosa. Also we followed No 70 from Sugar Junction to Center where a number of tank cars of anhydrous ammonia were being switched onto the siding
serving the large storage tanks seen in the photo on
the right.
Quite a few of the companies which have rail sidings
also have loading ramps for road transport. Some of
these ramps appeared to be quite new and set up for
loading refrigerated truck trailers.
The railroad runs in a north, south direction in
almost a straight line about one third of a mile west
of a county road. Access to the railroad and the various industries are by side roads. This can provide a
challenge to any railfan wishing to photograph the
progress of a San Luis Central freight train on its run
between Sugar Junction and Center. All in all a great
little prototype upon which to base a model railroad.
Top; S.L.C.R.R. 70 tonner No.71 parked near the railroad’s office. Above; Two views of the yards at Center looking north. The upper view shows
the lush spring growth which covers much of the right of way. The next view of the yards is taken later in the summer when much of the spring
growth has browned off. Below; No 70 switching the yards at Center. Below right; Some of the industries located at Center.

